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LOV wt      MASFQSFGIPGQLEVIKKALDHVRVGVVITDPALEDNPIVYVNQGFVQMTGYETEEILGK 

rsLOV1      MTRFQSFGISGQLEVIKNALDHLRVGVVITDPAREDNPIVYVNQGFVQMTGYEAEEILGK 

rsLOV2      MTRFQSFGISGQLEVIKNALDHLRVGVVITDPAREDNPVVYVNNGFVQMTGYEAEEILGK 

 

LOV wt      NCRFLQGKHTDPAEVDNIRTALQNKEPVTVQIQNYKKDGTMFWNELNIDPMEIEDKTYFV 

rsLOV1      NCRILQGEHTDPAEVDIIRTALQNKEPVTVQILNYRKDGTMFWNLLHIVPIVIEGKTYFV 

rsLOV2      SCRILQGEHTDPAEVDIIRTALQNKEPVTVQILNYRKDGTMFWNLLHIVPIVIEGKTYFV 

 

LOV wt      GIQNDITKQKEYEKLLEDSLTEITAL 

rsLOV1      GNQNDITKQKEYEKLLERPHRG---- 

rsLOV2      GNQNDITKQKEYEKLLERPHRG---- 

 

Supplementary Figure S1. Sequence alignment of YtvA-LOV wt (aa 1–146), rsLOV1, and rsLOV2. rsLOV1 and 

rsLOV2 consist of the first 137 amino acids of YtvA with the indicated mutations and have a deviating C-terminal 

extension. Mutations in rsLOV1 and rsLOV2 are highlighted in green. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure S2. Fast on-state signal reduction (“bleaching“) of rsLOV1 and rsLOV2 under high-power 

conditions is reversible. 40 switching cycles of rsLOV1 and rsLOV2 were recorded under high-power conditions 

(~100 kW∙cm-2 for 405 nm and ~300 kW∙cm-2 for 488 nm) with a break of 1 min after the first 20 switching cycles. 

Normalized off-switching amplitudes fitted with a single exponential function are shown. Measurements were 

performed in E. coli SURE colonies to rule out diffusional effects. 
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Supplementary Figure S3. Curve fits of on- and off-switching of YtvA-LOV wt, rsLOV1, rsLOV2, and rsEGFP2. 

To determine the switching time constants displayed in Fig. 3, switching curves of purified proteins were fitted with 

a single exponential function (red). One of 15 analyzed switching curves is shown in each case. 
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Supplementary Figure S4. Denaturing and seminative gel of GST-tagged rsLOV1, rsLOV2, and LOV wt. Proteins 

were purified from E. coli SURE cells. 15 µg of each protein was applied to a denaturing gel (left) or a seminative 

gel (right). Gels were stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure S5. Expression of different fusion proteins of rsLOV2 in living cells. Confocal images of 

lifeact-rsLOV2, rsLOV2-MAP2, LAMP1-rsLOV2, histone H2B-rsLOV2, and rsLOV2-KDEL for targeting the 

endoplasmic reticulum expressed in CV-1 cells. Vimentin-rsLOV2 was expressed in HeLa cells. Scale bars: 10 µm. 
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Supplementary Figure S6. Brightness of rsLOV1, rsLOV2, rsEGFP2, and EGFP at different pH values. The 

switching of purified proteins was measured in a citric acid/phosphate buffer at different pH values (off-switching: 

488 nm, ~2 W∙cm-2, on-switching: 405 nm, ~5 W∙cm-2). The amplitudes of the off-switching curves fitted with a 

single exponential function (RESOLFT brightness) are compared. For EGFP, the brightness with 488 nm excitation 

is shown. Error bars represent standard deviation of the mean (n=10). 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure S7. Confocal images before and after STED imaging. CV-1 cells expressing lifeact-rsLOV2 

were imaged confocally before (left) and after (right) STED imaging using 3 line scans with 488 nm excitation 

(3.0 µW, pulsed) and 618 nm STED (38 mW, pulsed) and a pixel dwell time of 200 µs. The same colormap was 

used for both images. 64% percent of the confocal signal is retained after STED imaging. Scale bar: 1 µm. 


